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MINUTES OF AN OPEN MEETING OF THE BOARD OF

DIRECTORS OF THE MONARCH FIRE PROTECTION

DISTRICT OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI, HELD ON

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 2017

  Chesterfield, Missouri

  JUNE 7, 2017

BE IT REMEMBERED, that the Board of

Directors of the Monarch Fire Protection District

of Saint Louis County, Chesterfield, Missouri,

met at the Administration Building, of said

District, 13725 Olive Boulevard, in the City of

Chesterfield, County of Saint Louis, on

Wednesday, June 7, 2017 at 6:00 P.M. in an Open

Board Meeting.  At the above time and place the

following Officers and Directors were in

attendance.

 Rick Gans - President/Chairman and Director
 Jane Cunningham - Secretary and Director
 Robin Harris - Treasurer and Director
 
Also present:         Acting Chief Spiegel
                      Deputy Chief Les Crews
                      Atty. Matt Hoffman

         A quorum being present, Director

Harris  called the meeting to order and announced

the Board of Directors meeting to be in session

for the transaction of any and all business to be

brought before it at this time.
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P R O C E E D I N G S1

                                       6:00 P.M.2

DIRECTOR HARRIS: I call to order the3

Open Meeting of the Monarch Fire Protection4

District for June 7, 2017 and ask everyone to5

join me in the Pledge of Allegiance?6

(Whereupon, all persons joined in reciting7

the Pledge of Allegiance, after which time, the8

following proceedings were had.)9

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Approval of10

Agenda.11

Does anyone have any changes?12

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  I have none.13

DIRECTOR GANS:  I have none.14

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  I have none.15

DIRECTOR HARRIS: I have none.16

Then moving along to Citizen17

Comments, I see none.18

That takes us to the President’s19

Report.20

DIRECTOR GANS: This evening, I have21

no report.22

DIRECTOR HARRIS: Well, I’ll assume23

that means everything is running smoothly.24

Moving along to the --25
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DIRECTOR GANS:  The President’s --1

from the President’s corner, it is, but I can’t2

see if someone’s been eating my Milky Ways.3

So, I’ll assume that’s not the case.4

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  There are no Milky5

Ways.6

DIRECTOR GANS:  That’s my report.7

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  There are no Milky8

Ways.  There are some lemon drops.9

DIRECTOR GANS:  All right.  I’ll10

save them for later.11

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  They’re mine.12

DIRECTOR GANS:  Oh.13

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Prescribed by the14

doctor.15

Sorry.16

Moving along to the Secretary’s17

Report.18

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Thank you,19

Mister Internal Fill-in President.20

I move for the approval of the Open21

Meeting Minutes of May 18th, 2017.22

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Second.23

Any discussion?24

(No response.)25
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DIRECTOR HARRIS:  All in favor?1

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Aye.2

DIRECTOR GANS:  Aye.3

          DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Aye.4

Motion passes three-zero.5

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  That’s the end6

of my report.7

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Moving along to8

the Treasurer’s Report, we have disbursements in9

the amount of $330,336.75 for the period.10

We have five checks over $5,000.00.11

Check number 39697 to Zoll Medical12

Corporation in the amount of $32,313.09.13

That is a monitor for the new14

ambulance.15

Check number 39681 to Sentinel16

Emergency Solutions in the amount of $86,835.78.17

That is for fire equipment18

repairment, body repair to 2217 and some turnout19

gear along with a Washer Extractor.20

Check number 39668 to Montgomery21

Bank in the amount of $7,903.97.22

That’s the credit card account for23

a variety of items there.24

Check number 39633, Central County25
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911.  And that is for $146,569.99.1

And those are for our dispatch2

services.3

And, last, we have check number4

39646 to Galati Tuck-pointing in the amount of5

$7,334.00 and no cents.6

Tuck-pointing on House One and House7

Five.8

Are there any questions?9

DIRECTOR GANS:  I have one.10

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Only --11

DIRECTOR GANS:  Under --12

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Only one?13

DIRECTOR GANS:  I don’t have a lot.14

I actually have less than normal.15

So the first one is on page 12, red16

page 12, invoice 1210 to Jim Wilcox.17

I understand he’s doing mapping for18

us and this says it is for P.R.19

And I’m curious --20

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  I might note21

that -- that Brent Coleman just came in.  Just so22

you know that.23

CAPTAIN COLEMAN: Hey, Rick.24

DIRECTOR GANS:  Hi.25
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So is this for P.R.?1

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  No, sir.2

That’s -- that’s an error in the way it’s3

described.4

He was doing mapping.5

DIRECTOR GANS:  Okay.6

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  And he’s7

doing that -- he’s doing the projects for us for8

the upcoming ISO evaluation we’ll be having.9

DIRECTOR GANS:  Okay.10

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  The P.R. probably11

stands for Planning Routing.12

DIRECTOR GANS:  Oh, okay.13

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  It could be14

planning review and --15

DIRECTOR GANS:  Yeah, I never heard16

it that way.  But, okay.  I’m sure that that will17

probably be corrected.18

And the next one, I’m guessing, is19

also a correction on the next page, red 13, 130820

is a check to a person and it has an account21

number, but it doesn’t say what it’s for.22

I’m assuming that’s an EMS refund.23

Is that correct?24

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  Nick Harper,25
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Deputy Chief.1

That is correct.2

For -- just for future reference,3

anytime you see the account as “8742,” that is4

the account that we use to pay all the EMS5

refunds.6

DIRECTOR GANS:  And, in the past,7

and I mean for a long time, it always said,8

“Refund,” somewhere on there.  “EMS” or9

“Ambulance Refund.”10

Are we not doing that for a reason?11

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  That’s not12

under my direction.  I will find that answer out13

and I’m sure we can add that to the description14

and make it a little more clear.15

DIRECTOR GANS:  Okay.  All right.16

And the reason I ask for that is17

that it needs to be clear to the public.18

I’m guessing that the auditor could19

figure that out, but -- the vendor, as well.20

But, mainly, when the public looks21

at this, they need to see we’re not writing22

checks to people that don’t have any clear reason23

that they can quickly ask ascertain.24

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  I understand.25
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I’ll -- I’ll rectify that situation.1

DIRECTOR GANS:  All right.  So, I --2

well, actually, stay up here, because here we go3

again.  This is -- I guess it’s an account.4

Red page 15, a check to John Ruth,5

or Ruth John.  That’s Ruth John, for $100.00.6

And it’s on a different number7

there.8

Or, I guess it’s -- I don’t know9

what that number is.10

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  I’ll have to11

look into that.  I”m -- I’m not sure what that12

designation line-item would be.13

DIRECTOR GANS:  Okay.  All right.14

I did have another question, but when I read the15

Robin Echele report, it was answered.16

So, that concludes my -- my17

questions.18

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  I -- I have a19

question, while Deputy Chief Harper is up there.20

Remind me why we refund on those.21

Help me just remember what we’re doing.22

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  We process the23

-- the insurance checks, --24

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Hm-hm.25
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DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:   -- or the1

patient’s checks.2

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Hm-hm.3

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  If those -- if4

there’s an overage, or, if there’s overage from5

the insurance company and the patient has paid a6

certain amount, like a co-pay, or whatever, --7

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh.8

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:   -- we refund9

that co-pay to them.  Or, if there’s -- if10

there’s an overage and I don’t want to categorize11

it as a co-pay.12

If there’s an average that the13

patient is due, then, because of the insurance14

payment, we’ll send that back.  We’ll send that15

back to the patient.16

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh, okay.  So17

sometimes the patient pays something, too, that18

is then later covered by insurance and you refund19

the difference to the patient?20

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  That’s exactly21

the situation.22

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Okay.  All23

right.  Thank you.24

DEPUTY CHIEF HARPER:  Hm-hm.25
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DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Any other1

questions?2

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  I have none.3

DIRECTOR GANS:  I have no others.4

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  In that case, red5

page 16, about just over halfway down, invoice6

185, Tech Electronics, House One repair to fire7

panel.8

What happened?9

Did we get lambasted by the fire10

marshal?11

FIRE MARSHAL HERIN:  Roger Herin,12

fire marshal.13

I’ll have to look into that.  I’m14

not sure exactly what that is.15

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  It just looked16

unusual.17

FIRE MARSHAL HERIN:  Right.18

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Then, on --19

FIRE MARSHAL HERIN:  I -- I will say20

that the panel’s -- it’s an old panel.21

And -- but, I -- I don’t know what22

the situation is.  I’ll look into it.23

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Okay.  Thanks.24

Just an E-mail --25
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FIRE MARSHAL HERIN:  Sure.1

DIRECTOR HARRIS:   -- will be fine.2

Red page 17, well, it’s actually 163

and 17, House -- Headquarter mattresses, $90.00.4

And I -- I know we did some5

modifications here, but, a $90.00 mattress seemed6

--7

DIRECTOR GANS:  That’s for -- I8

think that’s for six mattresses.9

(General chuckles.)10

DIRECTOR HARRIS:   -- unusual.11

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Yeah, I think12

there might be framing for the mattress.13

So, we are -- we’re creating -- we14

have -- we have improved the battalion chief’s15

quarters at Headquarters.16

And, included in that is a “bunk17

hall” provision.18

So I knew we bought, previously19

bought mattresses for the -- that question’s been20

raised before, so, you know, Les is looking into21

it.22

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  This says23

“foundation only,” which I would say would24

probably be a “best --25
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DIRECTOR HARRIS:  All right.1

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh, okay.2

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  It’s just when I3

saw $90.00 for a mattress, I had to ask.4

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  That’s for5

the battalion chief’s --6

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Well, that would7

be appropriate then.8

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  How many would9

you like?10

(General chuckles.)11

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  And those are all12

my questions.13

In reviewing these disbursements,14

they appear to be reasonable and necessary in the15

conduct of the District’s business.16

Chief Spiegel, were these checks17

prepared per your recommendation?18

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Yes, they19

were.20

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Do they violate21

any state bidding statutes, or constitute22

installment payments?23

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  None that I’m24

aware of.25
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DIRECTOR HARRIS:  I make a motion1

that we accept the disbursements as prepared.2

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Second.3

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Any discussion?4

(No response.)5

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  All in favor?6

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Aye.7

DIRECTOR GANS:  Aye.8

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Aye.9

Motion passes three-zero.10

And as typical for me, I do want to11

make a -- just a quick comment, at the end of the12

Treasurer’s Report.13

Yesterday was June the 6th and I --14

I note that most people under the age of 40, and15

many people in their 40's have no recollection as16

to the historical significance of June 6th.17

That was D-Day of the Allied18

Invasion in Normandy, France, that set the allies19

on the course to winning the war in Europe.20

Today, surprisingly enough, was June21

7th and something I just happened to note, well,22

I started to say we’ve all, but many people will23

remember the Battle of Midway.24

It was the first major carrier-to-25
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carrier battle where the battle groups were1

totally separated with aircraft from each2

attacking the other.3

And while we were outnumbered, the4

Japanese, with four carriers to our three,5

anticipated a win to devastate our carrier forces6

in the Pacific and hurry the end of the war.7

They actually had a resounding8

defeat, losing all four of their large carriers.9

We lost one.  The Yorketown,10

actually on day four of the battle.11

After the (two words not understood)12

ended, took a torpedo and had to be scuttled.13

So, it began the era of Naval14

aviation battles, where battle groups, hundred of15

miles apart could, in fact, engage.16

And that concludes the Treasurer’s17

Report.18

Moving right along to the Chief’s19

Report.20

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Yes, sir.21

I wanted to update and bring to the22

Board’s attention, there’s been an interest in23

the safety of the Chesterfield, oh, I’m sorry,24

yes, the Chesterfield Mobile Home Park.25
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Several groups have contacted me and1

Roger Herin, the fire marshal, with some pointed2

questions about the complex.3

One particular group, Chesterfield4

Men’s Round table Group have been communicating5

by E-mail; a Mister Dan Steinmeyer, and asking6

pretty good questions.7

And we have researched those8

questions and provided accurate answers.9

And when we offered, Roger and I,10

offered to attend their meeting, or be available11

for their meeting and they accepted our -- our --12

our offer.13

So Roger and I attended the meeting,14

Monday morning, at City Hall.15

Mister Steinmeyer put us first on16

the agenda and their interest was the -- the17

condition of the -- of the complex, the18

availability of water, the road condition, the --19

the narrow roads, the -- the street signs, the20

“No Parking” signs and, actually, the overall21

condition of the park.22

We gave a brief outline of our23

awareness and what we have done to pre-plan and24

prepare for that complex, not unlike other unique25
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complexes in the Fire District that we pre-plan1

and prepare for.2

I think they were -- I think they3

were happy with the replies, not necessarily4

happy with the conditions, but happy with how the5

Fire District is responding to it.6

Roger was prepared with -- with7

code.  The -- the ability of us to enforce codes,8

which is normal, but what codes that -- that the9

Fire District uses in -- in new construction.10

So, I think the important things11

were, the questions that were raised were -- were12

addressed to their satisfaction from the Fire13

District’s point of view.14

There’s not a lot we do at that15

park, other than pre-plan for it.16

I’ve driven through it.  Roger drove17

through it prior to that morning meeting and it18

is -- it is highly populated with children, which19

is concerning to us, but, every -- every caution20

the Fire District can make in a pre-plan effort21

is being done.22

Our ability to enforce -- we don’t23

have anything to enforce.24

Now, if we do see something, a25
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violation of the law, illegal parking, of course,1

we would notify Chesterfield Police.2

And then Mayor Nation was there and3

he spoke, as well, pretty much reenforcing our4

conversation that -- that the city operates off5

a complete process.6

They don’t necessarily go out7

looking for violations, but they do react to8

complaints.9

And there was a complaint made on10

this park and they did research it and, actually,11

the park is compliant with what we can enforce.12

So, I’m comfortable that we can lay13

a line and get water.  I’m comfortable that we14

can navigate the streets if everyone’s legally15

parked.16

And I can guaranty that if illegally17

parked, we have the ability to move anything18

that’s illegally parked.19

But, there is a high risk with20

mobile homes and there’s nothing we can do about21

that.  It -- it’s just a high risk.  There’s a22

lot of -- a lot of risk factors that may not23

apply to fixed construction in our District.24

Roger, do you have anything to add25
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to that?1

FIRE MARSHAL HERIN: No.2

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  And that --3

that pretty much reviews the -- the meeting that4

we had.5

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh, the -- so6

it’s the Men’s Round table?7

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Yes, ma’am.8

That’s what they call themselves.  The9

Chesterfield’s Mens Round table Group, I think is10

--11

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Okay.12

DIRECTOR GANS:  I’ll -- I’ll be13

right back.  I’m getting a call from my doctor.14

“Hello.”15

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  We can hear16

you.17

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Rick, you may want18

to mute.19

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  We can hear20

you.21

DIRECTOR GANS:  Okay.22

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Are you going to23

mute that?24

(Referring to the speaker on Skype.)25
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DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  I got it.1

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Okay.2

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Thanks. 3

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Is there -- is4

-- is this a voluntary civic group, or community5

group, or, so  do they have a -- a mission, or6

what’s their --7

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  I didn’t --8

that’s a good question, Jane.9

I didn’t get that -- it struck me10

that I’m -- their agenda was pretty much11

community issues that -- that they felt -- the12

attendees looked like they may be folks that13

might be retired and -- and I -- I didn’t get14

that --15

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Okay.16

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  -- detailed17

information on what they --18

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  All right.19

Do they plan to take the information20

and proceed into some direction with it?21

Or, they’re just interested in the22

issue and trying to collect data?23

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  I’ll have to24

research that.  I’m not sure.25
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DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Don’t -- don’t1

worry about it.2

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  I’m not sure3

what they’re going to do with it.4

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  I’m just5

curious to know what --6

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  I’m not sure7

what they can do, other -- other than bring in8

awareness.9

Well, one thing I want to add, is we10

did, Roger and I did have a conversation and back11

in 2012 the Fire District -- was it ‘12?12

FIRE MARSHAL HERIN: Ten.13

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  He answered14

“2010,” Julie.  Sorry.15

(Referring to the Court Reporter.)16

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:   In 2010 the17

Fire District made an effort to visit everyone of18

those --19

DIRECTOR HARRIS:   Rick’s back.20

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  Yes.21

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh.  Okay.22

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Is that you,23

Rick?24

DIRECTOR GANS:  Yeah.  Sorry.  That25
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was a call from the pharmacy.  The people that1

fill this.  You know.  This thing.  So, --2

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  We -- we just3

didn’t want to hear embarrassing facts about your4

--5

DIRECTOR GANS:  Personal6

information.7

DIRECTOR HARRIS:   -- situation.8

DIRECTOR GANS:  Sorry.  Although, I9

went into a different room.10

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Anyway, Cary’s11

just finishing -- the chief is just finishing his12

report on the meeting, the people that we13

addressed on Monday.14

DIRECTOR GANS:  Right.15

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  And I forgot16

where I was --17

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  The Men’s --18

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:   -- on that.19

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  The Men’s20

Round table.  You -- you pretty much answered it.21

DIRECTOR GANS:  Okay.22

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  I mean, it’s --23

you know, it -- it’s one of those “We don’t go24

back --25
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ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Oh, it was --1

in 2010, the Fire District made an effort to go2

to every one of those homes and offer smoke3

detectors and the installation of smoke4

detectors.5

Because, truly, the only solution we6

have for life safety is early warning, because7

those things are just high risk.8

So, Roger and I have had a9

conversation and we’re going to re-visit that10

effort again and -- and re-visit those folks.11

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh, okay.12

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Excellent.13

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Okay.14

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Then Director15

Gans had asked for a brief report regarding the16

-- the horse -- the animal rescue.17

Is that -- it’s not on the agenda.18

Is that something you want to --19

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  I think we’re20

fine.  We’re -- we’re not planning District --21

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Well, Chief22

Crews is prepared to --23

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  I’d -- I’d be24

--25
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ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  -- he was1

there.2

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  -- I’d be3

curious about it.4

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Yeah, and he --5

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  I saw it all6

over twitter.7

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  It’s just a -- a8

report.9

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  What happened10

-- I’ll tell you the -- the sequence of events,11

as best as I had known them in the (one word not12

clear) case when we got involved.13

Apparently, Sunday evening, when the14

thunder storms and the heavy rains hit this area,15

the assumption is being made by the barn manager16

of the property in question is that the horse17

must have been spooked.18

And the pasture area that the horses19

were grazing in was a very slippery slope, no pun20

intended, but probably during that time that21

horse lost its footing, slid down that hill, went22

through the fencing, which was a make-up of a --23

like PVC pipes with wires that go through it,24

slipped completely through the fence and then an25
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additional 50 feet into the tree line and then1

went down into this very deep ravine.2

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh, wow.3

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Wow.4

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  Well, then,5

Monday morning, when the barn manager goes out to6

count the number of horses, there’s one missing.7

So he goes down and looking for the8

horse and that’s when he kinda seen the skid9

marks and then proceeded to walk down there and10

found the horse.11

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Awe.12

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  That triggered13

the phone call to the veterinarian.14

The veterinarian got out there and15

said, “I need help.”16

So the help that the veterinarian17

summons is a volunteer group called Missouri18

Emergency Response Servers.  It’s called “MERS”19

if you’re active in and they’re a highly trained20

team that assists with large animal rescues.21

So once they got there, about that,22

nine to ten o’clock time-frame, they knew that23

that was more than they were going to be able to24

handle by themselves, with the manpower that they25
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had.1

So it’s not uncommon that they reach2

out to the fire service, having the technical3

rescue training to assist them.4

So about ten o’clock, a little after5

ten o’clock, Battalion Chief Bill Long, or the C-6

shift, was on duty.  He gets a page from Central7

County with that request.8

He goes out to evaluate it and we9

initially sent the crew from House Two to assist10

this team and then eventually House Five went as11

well.12

So we had a -- roughly about eight13

to ten people on the scene.  They were still14

available for an emergency response, if needed,15

but they were there assisting that group and then16

trying to help the property owner.17

What happened is the -- the process18

that they use, and we was pretty much more of a19

support for this and not really the lead agency.20

The veterinarians were on site.21

They had to sedate the horse and try to calm it22

down the best they could.23

And where that horse was laying down24

in that ravine, initially, they just put some25
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large straps around the horse to keep it from1

falling further down.2

But that’s what they use to try to3

pull that out.4

And then eventually once we got it5

up out of that ravine, then they transition it6

over to what they call skid or sled device.7

It’s a very large piece of paper.8

It kinda looks like a -- not paper, but a heavy9

grade plastic, kind of a stretcher-type of10

situation.11

And then once they’ve got it onto12

that, then they strap that horse to that and then13

they needed to get it from the bottom of the hill14

to the top of the hill, which was the second part15

of the problem, is the weight of that horse16

trying to go up that slippery slope.17

So, they -- we had a rope that would18

stretch from the ravine all the way to the top of19

the hill and then, eventually, we wound up20

dragging the horse about three quarters of the21

way up to the hill where there was at least22

enough stability and the slope was, in fact,23

enough that they had an all-terrain type of a24

vehicle out there that they was able to hook that25
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up and to pull that horse all the way up to the1

-- to the barn itself.2

The sad part about it is that I --3

I’m not a big animal person, so I don’t know, but4

that’s a very dangerous condition for the horse,5

the trauma that it was in.6

They didn’t know how long it was7

down there.  They’re assuming, maybe, it could’ve8

been in the early morning hours that Sunday all9

the way up to that, you know, roughly twelve10

o’clock.11

So that horse was (not clear) the12

stable was dying and as a result of some of the13

complications they had to go ahead and put that14

horse down.15

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Ohh.16

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  So, that’s --17

that’s the bad part.18

But it was truly a team effort of19

all of the people involved from the men and women20

from our organization that was there, to the21

group that was representing that large animal22

rescue group and the -- and the veterinarian’s23

staff.24

So, it -- it took a -- it really25
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took everybody to get that.1

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  No, I --2

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Oh.3

DIRECTOR HARRIS:   -- I’ve not heard4

anything about it.5

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  It’s all over6

-- it’s all over twitter.7

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  Yeah.8

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  About the --9

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  Well, that --10

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:   -- the --11

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:   -- that group,12

--13

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  (not under-14

standable)15

(Speaking over each other.)16

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  What they were17

saying is that was one of their most -- it would18

be in their top five of their most difficult19

recoveries that they’ve ever had.20

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Awe.  And they21

had to put him down.  Ohhh.22

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Oh.23

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  That’s too24

bad.25
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DIRECTOR GANS:  By the way, I was --1

I was seeing the reports and Monarch is2

mentioned.  That’s what got my interest.3

And then I saw a camera crew from4

House Four yesterday and I called Cary to find5

out what the latest was and then I -- on a6

different station I saw the outcome last night.7

They handled it well, so, all you8

can do is try and I’m glad we did.9

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  Yeah.  If the10

-- obviously, the home owner and the one that was11

there was very, very, very appreciable of all the12

efforts and could not say enough nice things13

about our Department.14

DIRECTOR GANS: Good. All right.15

Well, sometimes they work out and sometimes they16

don’t.17

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  That’s it.18

That’s all I have.19

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  But, no people20

were injured in the event?21

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  No.22

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  At all?23

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  You know, like24

I said, that that was  our -- well, I mean, we25
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had issues before, before that we’ve assisted in1

a certain capacity but that -- nothing of that2

nature.3

And there truly is a speciality, the4

way that that group works throughout with that5

and, you know, like just -- we left them pretty6

much take of the animal and we took -- assisted7

them with the help of removing and getting him8

uphill.9

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Yeah.10

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Wow.11

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Okay.  But, you12

know, you can get hurt, --13

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  Oh, yeah.14

DIRECTOR HARRIS:   -- trying to deal15

with an injured animal.  So, --16

DEPUTY CHIEF CREWS:  There was a17

couple of anxious moments there, when the horse18

reacted.19

Like I said, the -- that once the20

horse would start, I guess, becoming excited or21

agitated, then the veterinarian would take the22

appropriate measures simply to calm the horse23

back down.24

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Right.25
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DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Wow.1

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Anything else in2

the Chief’s Report?3

ACTING CHIEF SPIEGEL:  No, sir.4

That’s all I have.5

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  In that case,6

moving along to the Attorney’s Report.7

MISTER HOFFMAN: Sir, I do not have8

a report, this evening.9

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Well, I always10

like it when you say that, because we, you know,11

things are going smoothly.12

Is there any New Business?13

(No response.)14

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Is there any15

Unfinished Business?16

(No response.)17

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  In that case, I18

move to adjourn the Open Meeting of the Monarch19

Fire Protection District.20

Do I hear a second?21

DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Second.22

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Any discussion?23

(No response.)24

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  All in favor?25
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DIRECTOR CUNNINGHAM:  Aye.1

DIRECTOR GANS:  Aye.2

DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Aye.3

Motion passes.  We are adjourned and4

off the record.5

We are adjourned and off the record.6

  (Whereupon, at 6:25 P.M., the Meeting was7

adjourned as described above.)8
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STATE OF MISSOURI       )
                        )  SS
COUNTY OF ST. LOUIS     )

C E R T I F I C A T E

I, Julie M. Senoj, Notary Public and

professional court reporter, within and for the

State of Missouri, County of St. Louis, do hereby

certify that there came before me at that time

and in that place first aforesaid, those persons

and matters herein described and has been

transcribed into typewritten form by Virginia L.

Long and is now herewith returned.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto

set my hand and seal this 7th day of June, 2017.

My commission expires March 20,

2021.

________________________
Notary Public within and
for the State of Missouri


